Exploring Partitioned and Semi-partitioned Callback Scheduling on ROS 2 Multi-threaded Executors
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Abstract
In recent studies aimed at enhancing the analyzability and real-time performance of ROS 2, there has been insufficient emphasis on the importance of different scheduling options, including global, partitioned, and semi-partitioned approaches, particularly when multiple CPU cores are involved. In this work, we enabled the partitioned and semi-partitioned scheduling for ROS 2 multi-threaded executors and discussed the opportunities and the potential issues associated with it.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Robot Operating System (ROS) is a versatile middleware platform widely used for developing robotic systems and applications. The increasing need for robust, real-time capabilities in modern robotic applications such as autonomous drones, fully autonomous vehicles, and mobile robots has driven the development of ROS 2. This successor to ROS offers a modular architecture and an extensive set of tools and libraries, forming a flexible framework that enhances performance, increases reliability, and provides real-time system support. Numerous recent studies from the real-time community underscore the importance of ROS 2 in enabling serious, safety-critical industrial applications, highlighting its pivotal role in modern robotic system development [1]–[12].

ROS 2 introduces key abstractions such as executors, which are OS-level processes, and callbacks, which are the smallest schedulable units within these processes. One notable feature of ROS 2 is the support for both single-threaded and multi-threaded executors. Multi-threaded executors enable the parallel execution of callbacks across multiple threads and is currently utilizing a global scheduling approach for these callbacks. However, there is an ongoing debate in the real-time systems community about the real-time performance of partitioned scheduling, semi-partitioned scheduling, and global scheduling. While global scheduling offers the most flexibility and resource-sharing capabilities, exploring other scheduling approaches may provide additional benefits. Specifically, partitioned scheduling offers strong predictability through temporal isolation of tasks, while semi-partitioned scheduling strikes a balance between resource sharing, isolation, and flexibility.

We intend to enable partitioned and semi-partitioned callback scheduling approaches for ROS 2 multi-threaded executors and compare their performance with the global scheduling approach.

II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

A. ROS 2 Architecture

ROS 2 middleware is built on top of the operating system and provides a comprehensive suite of tools and libraries. This includes the client library (rcl), which comprises language-specific APIs such as rclcpp for C++ and rclpy for Python, and the middleware libraries (rmw), which handle communication between nodes. The rmw libraries support publisher-subscriber interfaces, services, and actions, facilitating both inter-process and intra-process communication. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture and application model of ROS 2 [8].

A ROS 2 application is organized around the abstraction of nodes, each node comprising a set of callbacks. These callbacks can be one of five types: timer, subscription, service, client, or waitable. Timer callbacks are triggered periodically, while the others are event-triggered. Once a node is assigned to an executor, all its callbacks are subsequently managed by that executor. Each executor, whether single-threaded or multi-threaded, maintains an exclusive ReadySet of pending callbacks and selects a callback for execution based on its priority [1], [2], [8]. In ROS 2, the priority of a callback within an executor is determined by its type. Timer callbacks always have the highest priority. Among non-timer callbacks, the priority order is predefined, typically following this sequence: subscription, service, client, and waitable. For single-threaded executors, the executor will execute a single callback from the ReadySet on the CPU while multi-threaded executors may dynamically execute multiple callbacks simultaneously across as many threads as it is allocated. The current practice for executing ready callbacks on threads in multi-threaded executors is through a work-conserving global scheduling approach.

B. Global and Partitioned Scheduling Approaches

Global and partitioned scheduling are essential approaches in multi-processor real-time systems, each with distinct advantages and disadvantages. Global scheduling offers flexibility and maximizes resource utilization by enabling tasks to run across
multiple processors. However, it can increase overhead due to the complexity of managing tasks and resource contention across processors, making it less ideal for hard real-time systems that require consistent predictability and strict timing.

In contrast, partitioned scheduling enhances predictability and reduces overhead by statically assigning tasks to specific processors. This approach simplifies the scheduling process and minimizes interference from other processors, although it might not utilize processor resources as effectively as global scheduling [13].

Semi-partitioned scheduling serves as a compromise, allowing constrained task migration to enhance resource utilization while maintaining more predictability than global scheduling. This method seeks to increase resource utilization while simultaneously satisfying the need for reliable task execution [14].

C. Scheduling Callbacks within ROS 2 Executors

Scheduling approaches in the real-time domain are overwhelmingly well-documented, yet the exploration of scheduling methodologies within ROS 2, especially in multi-core environments, remains comparatively sparse. Previous research has primarily focused on response-time analysis and enhancements in the overall real-time capabilities within ROS 2, as seen in several pioneering studies [1]–[9]. These papers typically adopt one of two approaches when involving scheduling callbacks on multiple CPU cores: enforcing partitioned scheduling across multiple single-threaded executors [3], [5] or employing the default global scheduling behavior within a multi-threaded executor [7], [8]. Despite these contributions, to the best of our knowledge, there are no studies addressing the integration of partitioned and semi-partitioned callback scheduling strategies for multi-threaded executors in ROS 2.

III. PARTITIONED AND SEMI-PARTITIONED SCHEDULING WITHIN THE ROS 2 MULTI-THREADS EXECUTOR

To enable partitioned and semi-partitioned scheduling in ROS 2 multi-threaded executors, we have introduced a new thread affinity API to the rclcpp library. This API allows developers to specify which specific threads within the multi-threaded executor a callback may execute on, thus offering precise control over task scheduling across the executor’s threads. The scope of this API extends beyond the multi-threaded executor class to modifications in callback-related classes, supporting both the default and priority-driven executors for all types of ROS 2 callbacks.  

This enhancement enables developers to choose between global, partitioned, and semi-partitioned scheduling strategies by designating specific threads for certain callbacks. Additionally, it facilitates the reservation of execution bandwidth for high-priority callbacks, thereby improving predictability for hard real-time systems. By default, each callback can execute on any thread unless developers explicitly restrict its thread affinity. This API also brings enhancements to ROS 2’s multi-threaded executors by offering greater determinism compared to global scheduling and improving resource utilization over traditional partitioned scheduling. However, these changes introduce some complexities and overhead. For instance, in the current ReadySet implementation, there is no guarantee that an idle thread attempting to retrieve ready callbacks will be able to execute any of the callbacks in the set. This can result in some idle executor threads while some callbacks might be deprived of compute resources. A significant challenge is the need for advanced callback-to-thread allocation algorithms within the executor that can consider information about callback utilization and execution times. Given ROS 2’s reliance on publisher-subscriber communication and event-triggered callbacks, determining the most effective allocation strategy is complex. This complexity emphasizes the necessity for ongoing discussions and developments within the ROS community to address these challenges and optimize callback scheduling within multi-threaded executors.

To assess the potential benefits and validate the practical utility of implementing partitioned and semi-partitioned scheduling in ROS 2 multi-threaded executors, we conducted an experiment based on a case study referenced in [8]. Our setup involved running a set of processing chains on a multi-threaded executor configured with four threads. For the fully partitioned scheduling scenario, we assigned three callbacks to each thread. For the semi-partitioned scenario, we specified thread affinities for each timer callback, while allowing the remaining callbacks to execute on any thread as per the default global scheduling policy. Figure 2a shows the processing chain configuration for our case study, where a lower chain index denotes a higher priority. We measured the response time of each chain as our primary metric to evaluate the effectiveness of both partitioned and semi-partitioned scheduling strategies within a multi-threaded executor. Preliminary results, depicted in Figure 2b, highlight the potential benefits of these alternative scheduling approaches.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed the debate between different scheduling options within the context of ROS 2 and explored the advantages and drawbacks of each approach. Furthermore, we implemented partitioned scheduling for ROS 2 multi-threaded executors and conducted an experiment to encourage further investigation into the optimal scheduling options for ROS 2.

1Implementation details are available at https://github.com/rtenlab/ros2-picas.
Fig. 1: ROS 2 architecture and application model [8]

Fig. 2: An experiment of global, partitioned, and semi-partitioned scheduling in ROS 2
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